Text: John 1  
Subject: The Word Made Flesh  
Dole Notes:  Volume: 6 Chapter: 136 Page: 1  
Age Group: Beginners, 3-5

basic supplies:  

materials:  
gold paper, red paper  
pencil  
scissors (pinking shears are fun)  
glue

Teacher preparation:  
cut red paper to about 1" x 7"  
cut gold paper in circles about 3"  
make sample

Procedure:  
fold red paper in half (this is the word)  
fold gold circle in half and then thirds (help from teacher)  
teacher or child draws zig-zags along curved edge  
cut along line  
unfold star  
teacher puts dots on 2 opposite sides, and child puts glue there  
putting very center of star in the fold, glue to red word  
teacher helps star to fold up when word is closed, and springs open when word is opened

Notes: talk about how the light only comes to our mind when we open the Lord's word  
~ could write "word" on cover

Music: first songs: 4  
Lori's tape: To all of the angels  
Liturgy: 451 (bottom)